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stephen stepanchev

For Jane

I know that rarity precedes extinction,
Like that of the purple orchid in my garden,
Whose sudden disappearance rattled me.

Jane, in her way, is also beautiful.
And therefore near extinction, I suppose.
She is certainly rare and fragile of  bone.

She insists she is dying, day by dubious day,
And spends her evenings looking at photographs
Of  her mother, who never believed in love.

Rare Jane, I worship you. But I can’t deny
You access to the endless
With its river of cold stars.
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adam kirsch

Revolutionaries, 1929

Twelve years on, the beard that Lenin wore
Still sharpens revolutionary chins
To dagger-points held ready for the war
In which the outgunned proletarians
Will triumph thanks to these, their generals,
Whose rounded shoulders and round glasses say
That sedentary intellectuals
Raised in the bosom of the bourgeoisie
Can also learn to work — if not with hands,
Then with the liberated consciousness
That shrinks from nothing since it understands
What’s coming has to come. The monuments
To which the future genuflects will bear
These faces, so intelligently stern,
Under whose revolutionary stare
Everything that is burnable must burn.



Revolutionaries [Alois Lindner, Erich Mühsam, Guido Kopp], 1929 by August Sander
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The Butcher’s Apprentice, 1911 – 1914

The high white collar and the bowler hat,
The black coat of respectability,
The starched cuff and the brandished cigarette
Are what he has decided we will see,
Though in the closet hangs an apron flecked
With bits of  brain beside the rubber boots
Stained brown from wading through the bloody slick
That by the end of every workday coats
The killing floor he stands on. He declines
To illustrate as in a children’s book
The work he does, although it will define
Him every time the photograph he took
Is shown and captioned for posterity —
Even as his proud eyes and carriage say
That what he is is not what he would be,
In a just world where no one had to slay.



The Butcher’s Apprentice, 1911 – 1914 by August Sander
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Professional Middle-class Couple, 1922

What justifies the inequality
That issues her a tastefully square-cut
Ruby for her finger, him a suit
Whose rumpled, unemphatic dignity
Declares a life of working sitting down,
While someone in a sweatshop has to squint
And palsy sewing, and a continent
Sheds blood to pry the gemstone from the ground,
Could not be justice. Nothing but the use
To which they put prosperity can speak
In their defense: the faces money makes,
They demonstrate, don’t have to be obtuse,
Entitled, vapid, arrogantly strong;
Only among the burghers do you find
A glance so frank, engaging, and refined,
So tentative, so conscious of  its wrong.



Professional Middle-class Couple, 1922 by August Sander
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michael robbins

Big Country

Fiddle no further, Führer. Rome is built.
It took all day. Now let us so
love the world. I’m just thinking out loud.
My stigmata bring out my eyes.

The smallpox uses every part of  the blanket,
and the forest is a lady’s purse.
The Indian is a pink Chihuahua peeking 
his head from the designer zipper.

Out here it’s mostly light from the fifteenth
century slamming into the planet.
I can’t see the forest for the burn unit.
All the planet does is bitch bitch bitch.

I know it’s last minute but could you put
out my eyes? At the subatomic level, 
helmeted gods help themselves to gold.
Up here? The body’s an isolation ward.
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That’s Incredible!

I will pull an airplane with my teeth
and I will pull an airplane with my hair.
I write about cats. Cats, when you read this, 
write about me. Be the change you want to see.

I’ve legally changed my name to Whites Only.
Changed it back, I should say.
Do not try this at home made me 
the man I am today.

That, and the University of  Phoenix.
Old man, take a look at my life.
Charles Simic, in the gloaming, with a roach,
take a look at my life. I’m a lot like you.

A man stands up and says I will catch
a bullet in my teeth! That’s incredible!
He eats a sword, hilt first, and spits 
up a million people persons.

A dolphin pulls an airplane with its blowhole
and keeps the black box for itself.
Bottleneck dolphins don’t even have bones, 
yet here we are, giving them medals    ...    

This is my ass. And that is a hole
in ground zero. I know which is which.
It’s the one with the smoke pouring out.
This is my handle; this is my spout.
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Be Myself

I took back the night. Wrested it
from the Chinese, many of  whom
were shorter than me. 
Two billion outstretched Chinese
hands, give or take a few
thousand amputees.

A cheap knockoff, the night
proved to be — Nokla
not Nokia on the touchscreen.
Well, even Old Peng gotta eat,
Confucius say. Or maybe that
was Cassius Clay. 

In me, folks, a movable object
meets a resistible force. I haven’t 
worked a day since the accident
of   birth. Born of  woman,
my father the same. Make love
then war. I’ll bring round the car.

These children that I spit on
are immune to my consultations.
I’ll have none myself. It isn’t 
(Write it!) a fiasco. I am small, 
I contain platitudes.
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The Second Sex

After the first sex, there is no other.
I stick my gender in a blender
and click send. Voilà! 
Your new ex-girlfriend.

You cuckold me with your husband.
I move a box with Ludacris.
The captain turns on, we begin our descent.
Be gentle with me, I’m new to this.

I say the wrong thing. I have ocd.
My obsessive compulsions are disorderly.
I say the wrong thing, did I already say?
I drive my dominatrix away.

The coyote drives her in a false-bottomed van.
He drops her in the desert. The bluffs are tan.
She’ll get a job at Chili’s picking up butts.
I feel ya, Ophelia, I say to my nuts.
And there is pansies. That’s for thoughts.
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lucie brock-broido

Currying the Fallow-Colored Horse

And to the curious I say, Don’t be naïve.

The soul, like a trinket, is a she.

I lay down in the tweed of one man that first frost night.

I did not like the wool of  him.

You have one mitochondrial speck of evidence on your cleat.

They can take you down for that.

Did I forget to mention that when you’re dead

You’re dead a long time.

My uncle, dying, told me this when asked, 

Why stay here for such suffering.

A chimney swift flits through the fumatorium. 
 
I long for one last Blue democracy, 

Which has broke my heart a while.

How many minutes have I left, the lover asked, 

To still be beautiful?

I took his blond face in my hands and kissed him blondly 

                                                                                    On his mouth.
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Gouldian Kit

What makes you think I’m an eccentric, he said, in London
To the rag of the reporters who had gathered to report 

On his eccentricities — the tin sink light enough for traveling, but 
Deep enough to swallow his exquisite hands in water filled with ice.

A budgerigar accompanies, perched atop the fugue of Hindemith.

                                You are trembling now like the librarian reading 
                                To herself out loud in her Arctic room

Composed entirely of snow.

A broadcast (high fidelity) bound by the quiet of the land and
The Mennonite who told him

                                We are in this world, but are not of this world,
 
You see. From the notebook of  your partial list of symptoms, phobias:

Fever, paranoia, polio (subclinical), ankle-foot phenomenon, 
The possibility of  bluish spots. Everything one does is fear

Not being of this world or in this world enough.

                                There is no world I know, without some word of   it.
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anna maria hong

Pluralisms

to challenge sleep to go against
the one-eyed god 
of  victimhood:
Polyphemus by way of  Redon 

rising, open eye ripe 
with stupid gazing.
How dare you look at me? 
plural tense: now and then, to bed and back again and

one more war.
The oral rinse of moral sense can lift the fence
of expectation, expand the dome

of  tolerance. I, too, arose from
the unthinkable, used to Nobody
responding loud as circumstance.
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A Fable

Purveyor of  rot and whatnot, 
entrepreneur of  I forgot, 
with wrists hard as hammers — 
that birthmark a slot — 

grip it, strip it, flip it hard — 
ramp my shard.
If  fear be sexy, a synch 
& a match — 

Gone the way of  wax & worms — 
gone like November 2011 — 
sweet by nature, mean by culture — 

“Goodbye, luck, you idiot,” 
said the Fox to the Grapes. 

“I love you,” replied the Grapes.
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gwyneth lewis

Fooled Me for Years with the Wrong Pronouns

You made me cry in cruel stations,
So I missed many trains. You married others 
In plausible buildings. The subsequent son
Became my boss. You promised me nothing
But blamed me for doubting when who wouldn’t.
If  I knew how to please you — who have found 
Out my faults. In dreams I’m wild with guilt. Have pity
Kill it. Then, when I’ve lost all hope,
Kiss me again, your mouth so open — 
I’d give anything for one more night — 
That I go without thought. Don’t bite. No,
Mark me. My husband already knows
Exactly what owns me.
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j.t. barbarese

Reading Primo Levi Off Columbus Circle

Re-reading him in Bouchon
past noon, it is mobbed midtown,
like an ant farm seen through painkillers.
God, what a bust it’s all been,

capitalism, communism, feminism,
this lust to liberate.
Che should have stayed in medicine. 
The girls here admit they can’t wait 

to marry and get to the alimony,
before they hit thirty. The men,
heads skinned like Lager inmates,
know only the revolutions

in diets and spinning classes.
Still, one table away,
these two, with gnarled empretzled hands,
seem unhappy in the old way.
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The Dead House

Fireplace blocked,
sealed with
cardboard, and taped.
Furniture trashed,
paneling smashed.
On the second floor

mid-corridor, 
a rotting cat
furry and fey
in a nap 
of  gore 
glued flat

to a spot
on the floor, 
ether-sweet 
in a frieze of decay,
up-staring, popeyed,
pissed.

The screens I installed
belled out, belled in.
Every window
cracked, broken,
or forgotten, left open. 
The in-gusting Atlantic 
 
left smelling sick. 
A shade softly crashed 
on a sash, 
finish nails and a bare
molly bolt fanfared
me from the gloom.
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Google the address:
from outer space 
it’s a bare green blot, 
treeless, erased,
terns where we made love,
gulls where we fought.
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jane hirshfield

Once, I

Once, I
was seven Spanish bullocks in a high meadow,
sleepy and nameless. 

As-ifness strange to myself, but complete.
 
Light on the neck-nape
of time
as two wings of one starling, 

or lovers so happy 
neither needs think of the other.
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A Chair in Snow

A chair in snow 
should be
like any other object whited
& rounded

and yet a chair in snow is always sad

more than a bed 
more than a hat or house
a chair is shaped for just one thing 

to hold 
a soul its quick and few bendable 
hours

perhaps a king 

not to hold snow 
not to hold flowers
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An hour is not a house

An hour is not a house,
a life is not a house,
you do not go through them as if 
they were doors to another.

Yet an hour can have shape and proportion, 
four walls, a ceiling.
An hour can be dropped like a glass.

Some want quiet as others want bread.
Some want sleep.

My eyes went 
to the window, as a cat or dog left alone does.
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I sat in the sun

I moved my chair into sun
I sat in the sun
the way hunger is moved when called fasting.
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eavan boland

The Long Evenings of Their Leavetakings

My mother was married by the water. 
She wore a gray coat and a winter rose.

She said her vows beside a cold seam of the Irish coast.

She said her vows near the shore where
the emigrants set down their consonantal n:

on afternoon, on the end of everything, at the start of ever.

Yellow vestments took in light.
A chalice hid underneath its veil.

Her hands were full of calla and cold-weather lilies.

The mail packet dropped anchor.
A black-headed gull swerved across the harbor.

Icy promises rose beside a crosshatch of ocean and horizon.

I am waiting for the words of the service. I am waiting for 
keep thee only and all my earthly. 

All I hear is an afternoon’s worth of never. 
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A Woman Without A Country

As dawn breaks he enters
A room with the odor of acid.
He lays the copper plate on the table.
And reaches for the shaft of the burin.
Dublin wakes to horses and rain.
Street hawkers call.
All the news is famine and famine.
The flat graver, the round graver,
The angle tint tool wait for him.
He bends to his work and begins.
He starts with the head, cutting in
To the line of the cheek, finding
The slope of the skull, incising
The shape of a face that becomes
A foundry of shadows, rendering —
With a deeper cut into copper —
The whole woman as a skeleton,
The rags of  her skirt, her wrist
In a bony line forever
                                       severing
Her body from its native air until
She is ready for the page, 
For the street vendor, for
A new inventory which now
To loss and to laissez-faire adds
The odor of acid and the little,
Pitiless tragedy of  being imagined.
He puts his tools away, 
One by one; lays them out carefully 
On the deal table, his work done.
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Cityscape

I have a word for it —
the way the surface waited all day
to be a silvery pause between sky and city —
which is elver.

And another one for how
the bay shelved cirrus clouds
piled up at the edge of the Irish Sea, 
which is elver too.

The old Blackrock baths 
have been neglected now for fifty years,
fine cracks in the tiles 
visible as they never were when

I can I can I can
shouted Harry Vernon as 
he dived from the highest board 
curving down into salt and urine

his cry fading out 
through the half century it took 
to hear as a child that a glass eel
had been seen 

entering the seawater baths at twilight —
also known as elver —
and immediately
the word begins

a delicate migration —
a fine crazing healing in the tiles —
the sky deepening above a city 
that has always been
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unsettled between sluice gates and the Irish Sea 
to which there now comes at dusk
a translucent visitor
yearning for the estuary.
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randall mann

Proprietary

In a precisely lighted room, the cfo speaks
of  start-to-start dependencies.
Says let me loop back with you.

Says please cascade as appropriate.
It’s that time of morning, so we all can smell
the doughnut factory. If scent were white

noise, doughnuts would be that scent.
The factory won’t sell at any price.
The building next to it burns the animals

we experiment on. I have worked
on a few preclinical reports in my time. 
The rhesus monkeys become

so desperate that they attempt suicide,
over and over again. I am legally obligated
to spare you the particulars.

How could things be any different?
Here many choice molecules have been born.
Here. This pill will dissolve like sugar.

Your last five months will be good ones.
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Nothing

My mother is scared of the world.
She left my father after forty years.
She was like, Happy anniversary, goodbye;

I respect that.
The moon tonight is dazzling, is full
of   itself  but not quite full.

A man should not love the moon, said Milosz.
Not exactly. He translated himself
into saying it. A man should not love translation;

there’s so much I can’t know. An hour ago,
marking time with someone I would like to like,
we passed some trees and there were crickets

(crickets!) chirping right off  Divisadero.
I touched his hand, and for a cold moment
I was like a child again,

nothing more, nothing less.
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Order

For once, he was just my father.
We drove to the Computing Center
in a Monte Carlo Landau
not technically ours. Lexington,

1977. That fall. The color
had settled, too, undone
orange-brown and dull yellow,
crimson. And it was something,

yet not, the pile of  leaves
just a pile of  leaves. Sorry to think
what thinking has done to landscape:
He loved punched cards,

program decks and subroutines,
assembly languages
and keypunch machines.
Even my father looked small

next to a mainframe.
The sound of order;
the space between us.
We almost laughed, but not for years —

we almost laughed. But not. For years,
the space between us,
the sound of order
next to a mainframe.

Even my father looked small.
And keypunch machines,
assembly languages,
program decks and subroutines.
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He loved punched cards,
what thinking has done to landscape —
just a pile of leaves. Sorry to think,
yet not, the pile of leaves

crimson. And it was. Something 
orange-brown and dull yellow 
had settled, too, undone 
1977, that fall, the color 

not technically ours, Lexington 
in a Monte Carlo Landau. 
We drove to the Computing Center. 
For once he was just, my father. 
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dean young

Everyday Escapees

My poor students, all I ask of them
is to grow antennae, lie down with lava
and rise with snow, grow tongues from
their math assignments and no, Melissa,

your mother won’t approve of the bioluminescent
smear on your communion dress. The world fidgets
in uneasy relationship to our statements
about it nevertheless producing silver

buds from ragged limbs like the luster
in late Frank Sinatra songs. Finally,
when I got off the sixth floor, I felt
like I was walking out into the sky

and aren’t we all pedestrians of air?
Doesn’t it feel all wrong to turn our backs
on the ocean? On an ant? On those Chagall
windows you have to go through a gauntlet

of ancient armor to get to? What was her name,
that night nurse so deft her blood draws
didn’t wake me up? Don’t get me wrong, I want
to wake up. I want my old dog to show me

all that wolf-light she hides inside
even though she thinks I won’t understand,
even though her vet and I conspire
to keep her alive forever.
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Emerald Spider Between Rose Thorns

Imagine, not even or really ever tasting
a peach until well over 50, not once
sympathizing with Blake naked in his garden
insisting on angels until getting off the table
and coming home with my new heart. How absurd
to still have a body in this rainbow-gored,
crickety world and how ridiculous to be given one
in the first place, to be an object
like an orchid is an object, or a stone,
so bruisable and plummeting, arms
waving from the evening-ignited lake,
heading singing in the furnace feral and sweet,
tears that make the face grotesque,
tears that make it pure. How easy
it is now to get drunk on a single whiff 
like a hummingbird or ant, on the laughter
of one woman and who knew how much I’d miss
that inner light of snow now that I’m in Texas.
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mary moore easter

Muscadine

      peach of a grape

                        in his fingertips

                                                    like holding home

           he noses its musk

Taste, he says

                        and parts my lips with a globe and 

                                                                               a thumb I lick

                                                    I bite the thick skin

                        His Arkansas aches

                                                                  sweet 
                                                                                         on my tongue

                        His hand vines my chin my throat

My face flames

                           To the lady on the bus 

                                                    he brags

                                                                    Her blush comes from my touch.
Better to marry than to burn

                        she quotes

                                      She don’t know us
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Mama Said    ... 

                                                            (there’ll be days like this.)
— The Shirelles

These folks ’bout to respect me into the grave.

At eighty Mama said, (mama said)
           “People think you change when you’re old
             but you still got a girl inside.” 

And men could see her, too 
           — that pink silk dress —
soothe that hotel bellboy
          “Boy, I’m old enough 
            to be your mama.”
He coy 
          “well, you ain’t.”

But seventy is prime time  
for me to own what “elder” brings.

I reap myself with the respect they sow.

They don’t know I got the road 
wide open in me.
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jamaal may

Hum for the Bolt

It could of course be silk. Fifty yards or so
of the next closest thing to water to the touch,
or it could just as easily be a shaft of  wood 

crumpling a man struck between spaulder and helm. 
But now, with the rain making a noisy erasure 
of this town, it is the flash that arrives 

and leaves at nearly the same moment. It’s what I want 
to be in this moment, in this doorway, 
because much as I’d love to be the silk-shimmer 

against the curve of anyone’s arm, 
as brutal and impeccable as it’d be to soar 
from a crossbow with a whistle and have a man 

switch off upon my arrival, it is nothing 
compared to that moment when I eat the dark,
draw shadows in quick strokes across wall

and start a tongue counting 
down to thunder. That counting that says, 
I am this far. I am this close.



A FEw MORE DON’TS

Ezra Pound set forth his now-famous “A Few Don’ts by an Imagiste” in the March 
1913 issue of Poetry. In commemoration we’ve asked a few writers to update 
Pound’s essay for our time. 
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mar jorie perloff

Take Five

Use no superfluous word, no adjective, which does not reveal something.
Don’t use such an expression as “dim lands of peace.” It dulls the image....
Don’t be “viewy” — leave that to the writers of pretty little philosophic essays.

— Ezra Pound, 1913

Don’t be bored, don’t be lazy, don’t be trivial, and don’t be proud. The slightest 
loss of attention leads to death.

— Frank O’Hara, 1964

No more superiority of the interiority of that unnatural trinity — you, me, 
we — our teeth touch only our tongues.
  —Vanessa Place, 2013

Plus ça change    ...    Frank O’Hara’s admonition “Don’t be bored, don’t 
be lazy, don’t be trivial” echoes Ezra Pound’s prescriptions about  
accuracy and precision: don’t waste the reader’s time by adding to the 
storehouse of cliches (e.g. “dim lands of peace”) or producing “pretty 
little philosophic essays.” “Our teeth,” after all, “touch only our 
tongues.” 

The slightest loss of attention leads to death. O’Hara’s aphorism is lit-
tle honored these days when any and all demands upon poetry as an 
art form are dismissed as elitist, undemocratic, and just plain cranky. 
To declare oneself a poet is to be a poet! Basta! Who’s to say other-
wise, to spoil the party? Here again I turn to Pound:

The mastery of any art is the work of a lifetime. I should not 
discriminate between the “amateur” and the “professional.” Or 
rather I should discriminate quite often in favor of the amateur, 
but I should discriminate between the amateur and the expert. 
It is certain that the present chaos will endure until the Art of 
poetry has been preached down the amateur gullet, until there 
is such a general understanding of the fact that poetry is an art 
and not a pastime.

And Pound adds: 
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If a certain thing was said once for all in Atlantis or Arcadia, in 
450 Before Christ or in 1290 after, it is not for us moderns to 
go saying it over, or to go obscuring the memory of the dead by 
saying the same thing with less skill and less conviction.

Or so common sense would tell us. In “To Hell With It,” O’Hara 
declares:

                                                  (How I hate subject matter! melancholy,
         intruding on the vigorous heart,
                                                                   the soul telling itself
you haven’t suffered enough ((Hyalomiel))
                                                                 and all things that don’t change,
photographs,
                 monuments,
                            memories of  Bunny and Gregory and me in costume.

The word “Hyalomiel” inside those double parentheses above is 
the name of a French vaginal lubricant, a kind of miel (honey). So 
much for the cry of the suffering soul and for an “elevated” subject 
matter. When O’Hara says “Don’t be proud,” he means, don’t be so 
self-important. Or, in Place’s formulation: “No more death without 
dying — immediately.”

For the centennial of 1913, that annus mirabilis for avant-garde poetry 
that gave us Georg Trakl’s first volume Gedichte, Apollinaire’s Alcools, 
Blaise Cendrars’s La Prose du Transsibérien, and Anna Akhmatova’s 
Chetki (Rosary), I have extrapolated a few further don’ts — don’ts 
squarely in the Pound tradition but also, I hope, apropos in 2013. 

1. Don’t assume that “free” verse, now the default mode of  
poetry, is equivalent to the mere practice of  lineation. Greeting 
cards, advertising copy, political mantras: these are lineated 
too. “Don’t imagine that a thing will ‘go’ in verse just be-
cause it’s too dull to go in prose” (Pound). Conversely, if you 
use traditional poetic devices like rhyme, remember that “A 
rhyme must have in it some slight element of surprise if  it is 
to give pleasure” (Pound). Or, in the words of poet-sculptor 
Carl Andre, “Verse should have that quality of surprise 
which    ...    endows familiar things with strangeness and makes 
the strange familiar — A tension between irregularity and habit.”
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2. Don’t take yourself so seriously. In the age of  social networks, 
of endless information and misinformation, “sensitivity” and 
the “true voice of feeling” have become the most available 
of commodities. Remember that, as Wallace Stevens put it, 

“Life is a bitter aspic. We are not / at the centre of a diamond.”

3. As a corollary of #2, don’t underestimate the importance 
of a sense of humor, of irony. Remember that satire, parody, 
mock-epic, and burlesque are hardly “inferior” forms of 
poetry. Let us stop adulating the Poet with a capital P (e.g. 
Heidegger’s Hölderlin) and reread Swift and Pope. The comic 
Byron of Don Juan, for that matter, was surely as masterful a 
poet as the very serious Shelley of Prometheus Unbound.

4. Don’t play the victim card, now the staple of much of what 
passes for poetry. Where, after all, are those virtuous beings, 
those sages who stand outside the capitalist system, refusing to 
accept any of its goodies? Are you and I really not complicit? 
The current opposition of the 99% (“us”!) to the 1% (them!) 
may be a great slogan for political action but it doesn’t make for 
a challenging poetry, shutting, as it does, the door on surprise.

5. Don’t forget that, whether consciously or unconsciously, 
all poems are written with an eye (and ear) to earlier poetry 
and that to write poetry at all, one must first read a lot of the 
stuff. So, at the risk of sounding like a Philistine, I would say 
put down thy Agamben and pick up thy Auden, thy Ashbery, 
thy Rae Armantrout. Put down thy Badiou and read Beckett, 
Bernhard, Bachmann, Bök. 

 
Translation, adaptation, citation, comparison, re-creation: Pound’s 

“A Few Don’ts” is still the best road map we have for understanding 
how poetry works. Even if ours is, as Place argues, a new “non-retinal”  
poetry (although I disagree with her dismissal of  le mot juste, 
Duchamp having coined quite a few like belle haleine), it remains just 
as true as it was for the O’Hara of the early sixties, that the slightest 
loss of attention leads to death. 
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william logan

The Nude That Stays Nude

Don’t do what all the other little buggers are doing.

Don’t try to make the poem look pretty. You’re not decorating  
cupcakes, Cupcake.

Don’t think you’re the only bastard who ever suffered — just write 
as if  you were.

Don’t eat someone else’s lunch. For eat read steal. For lunch read wife. 
For wife read style.

Don’t be any form’s bitch.

Don’t think if  you cheat on form or slip the meter, no one will notice. 
They’ll know and think you a fool. Don’t think it impossible to cheat 
on form. If you do it well, they’ll think you a genius.

Don’t think if  you declare yourself avant-garde, your sins will be  
forgiven.

Don’t blubber if  you never receive prizes. Look at the poets who 
won the Pulitzer fifty years ago. See who’s there. See who’s not.

Don’t think you’re special. Stand in a library amid all those poets 
who thought they were every inch the genius you think you are.

Don’t double-space your lines and think the poem better. It just takes 
up more room.

Don’t think regret is 20/20. Regret is myopic. Hope is astigmatic. 
Trust is blind.

Don’t think what you have to say is important. The way you say it is 
what’s important. What you have to say is rubbish.
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Don’t think you don’t have to read. You read in order to steal. Read 
more, steal better. 

Don’t think your poems are good because they sound good read 
aloud. Get your hearing checked.

Never write poems about poetry.

Don’t play to the audience. Your audience is full of dopes, cheese-
balls, and Johnny-come-latelies — besides, they’re laughing at you all 
the way home.

Don’t think you’ve been anointed by early success. Look at the criti-
cal darlings of a hundred years ago. Look at the darlings of twenty 
years ago.

Never wish you were there. Wish you were here.

Don’t think you can ignore grammar. You need grammar more than 
grammar needs you.

Never eat the pie if  you can own the fork.

Don’t think new is better. Don’t think new is not better. Don’t think, 
read. Don’t think, ink.

Poetry is the nude that stays nude.

Never write the first line if you already know the last. The best poem 
is the unwritten poem.

Don’t break the window before you look at the view.

Don’t think that if you have two manuscripts, you have two manu-
scripts. You have one manuscript.

Don’t eat jargon, because you’ll shit jargon.

Don’t think poetry is a religion. It’s more important than religion.
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sina queyras

Tightrope

Writing that is discovering is reaching is tightrope walking.

Insight is not polish: don’t scrub the aleatory, the unresolved, the 
catch of meter and rhyme out of  your work, yet rewrite and rewrite 
and rewrite. 

•

Don’t write what you’re sure of, what you want set in stone, write 
what you are willing to have transform.

Don’t write to please, but do please yourself. 

Understand that terror is pleasure.

•

Between what you most want to say and what you are most afraid to 
say is your emotional field, but, 

not the emotion, the image that triggers the emotion. 

•

Laughter isn’t a crime.

•

Write not what you know, or how the other kids do, but write who 
and how you know who you are and will.

You might love a sonnet, so love the sonnet. It doesn’t mean you have 
to write one.

If  you are out of fashion, be consciously so.
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The self, or a self, is always à la mode: gestures come and go. 

Poetics is not prêt-à-porter. Create your own aesthetic. 

•

If  the poem is feeling, let it feel all the way. 

•

Emotions are also not a crime. 

•

Nature is not natural and if  it is it is not nature.

•

Take the library to the street; bring the street to the archive.

•

Not the prayer, the moment before prayer.

•

If, on a snowy night, you find yourself feeling like you are inside a 
Robert Frost poem 

and are moved to write, know that you are feeling moved to write
the poem Robert Frost already wrote.

If, on a crowded street you find your thoughts walking ahead of you, 
at a steady pace, 

as if they have never been known by you, 

you are probably writing your own poem.

If you are so in the shadow of a poet you love that you can’t see your 
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own hand you should probably pull your head out of their ass and 
take some air. 

Sometimes an idea is just an idea. 

Sometimes a poem is just a Tweet.



COMMENT
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gwyneth lewis, michael lista & ange mlinko

Three Books: An Exchange

Lazy Bastardism, by Carmine Starnino. 
Gaspereau Press. $27.95.

michael lista: Every Canadian poet has an opinion of Carmine 
Starnino, and yet his detractors dislike him precisely because he has 
opinions. When it comes to aesthetics — or at least as they pertain 
to poetry — Canadians are still Victorians: opinions are fine and all, 
but they’re best kept buried deep within the whalebone corset. Or 
they’re like the Sikh Kirpan, kept sharpened but sheathed, a symbol 
of the truth’s shearing triumph over falsity, only ever drawn if 
someone else dares disturb the peace and draw his first. And if 
the time does indeed come for us to start getting stabby, for God’s 
sake do the polite thing — the Canadian thing — and stab me in the 
back and not in the front, please-and-thank-you, so as to avoid all the 
awkward eye contact. 

Is this the case in the rest of the English-speaking poetry world? 
Here the poet-critic is at best a tattletale and at worst a scab. They’re 
also, if they dare to write what’s pejoratively called “evaluative criti-
cism,” some sort of throwback to a bygone, benighted era when one 
poem could be better than another. And that’s just according to the 
poets. I have it on good authority, for example, that an earlier, shorter 
version of one of the pieces in Starnino’s most recent book of crit-
icism, Lazy Bastardism, on Margaret Atwood, was spiked by one of 
our daily national newspapers because the appraisal of Atwood (who 
in Canada is somewhere between a cottage industry and living god-
head) was “negative.” 

Starnino is particularly despised by the nebulous consortia we can 
call the avant-garde; in fact if  the avant-garde is a contemporary kind 
of apophatic theology, disliking Starnino might very well be the via 
negativa that consecrates your membership. The flower of that hatred 
stems from a single essay, a review from Starnino’s more combative 
first book, of Christian Bök’s Eunoia (an essay more understood than 
read) which he deliciously titled, after a Daryl Hine poem published 
in these pages, “Vowel Movements.” And his name is sort of a general 
smear too. This summer, after I published a piece of criticism that 
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can broadly be called “negative,” the poet Sina Queyras Tweeted that  
I remind her of Starnino. She meant this as an insult. 

What exactly is Starnino as Insult? Everybody knows being a 
Starnino means being snarky, mean, ad hominem; it means being ses-
quipedalian, axe-grindy, show-offy; it means being both obstinately 
contrarian and ostentatiously revisionary, a latter-day Yvor Winters 
with his provincial road-less-traveled canonizing; it means being 
close-minded to the new and approbative of the old. But most of all 
it means one thing — and of all the received, untrue diminishments 
above, this one is the most contagious, ineluctable, and wrong — it 
means you’re “conservative.” 

Conservatism is the worst thing with which a critic can be 
charged; it implies that you’re inured to the only faculty that makes 
you worth reading — the ability to be surprised by the authen-
tically new and have your mind changed by it. What makes Lazy 
Bastardism so surprising is how seriously it strives for what Starnino 
himself calls “unpigeonholeability.” What does Starnino think of 
visual poetry pioneer bpNichol? Everybody already knows that he 
would hate him — except he doesn’t. He calls Nichol “too much fun 
to dislike,” and when he faults him, he does so precisely because 
Nichol wasn’t avant-garde enough, writing that, “Nichol’s poet-
ry has fallen short of a crucial threshold: the new that stays news.” 
What does Starnino think of the poetry of the formally minded 
Adam Kirsch? Even though everybody already knows that he would 
love it, he writes that Kirsch’s poetry suffers from “a begloomed, 
piecemeal rhetoric that feels like padding, and a cookie-cutter form 
that requires it.” 

In other words, the lazy bastard of Lazy Bastardism is the -ism  
itself. And far from being the work of a conservative, I think the book 
is a challenge to the received liberalism of our time in the same way 
that Lionel Trilling’s The Liberal Imagination and Matthew Arnold’s 

“Culture and Anarchy” were to theirs. The aesthetic opinions at which 
Starnino inevitably arrives are never preset destinations that have a 
palpable design upon us, but the good-faith wanderings of a pilgrim 
with our pleasure in mind, for whom, like Keats, poetry is proved 
upon the pulse. The book is a raspberry-in-the-face to the lazy left-
ism that unthinkingly accepts as progressive anything with a vague 
whiff of syntactic or conceptual transgression; but it also delights 
in slaughtering the sacred lyric cows whose sanctity we’re told to 
take for granted. These essays are important, I think, not for their 
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conclusions — many of  which I disagree with — but for their mak-
ing public a private canon, a practice that’s at the heart of  liberalism. 

gwyneth lewis: Michael Lista asks if hostility towards evaluative 
criticism exists in places other than Canada in the English-speaking 
world. It does. In Britain we seem to be losing the knack for valuing 
well-argued, considered criticism, let alone dealing constructively 
with the less well-motivated observations. Ad hominem attacks miss 
the point, but a passion for the well-being of poetry requires discrim-
ination between the good enough and the best. Poets are, of course, 
notoriously short on epidermis. Dylan Thomas used to describe the 
job as walking over broken glass on your eyeballs. I like Starnino’s 
defense of criticism as “one of the forces that makes poetry possi-
ble.” I cheer his attack on that sentimentalization of  language which 
results when you see reading as “an assertion of integrity rather than 
an exercise of faculties.... A good poet, in short, will help a reader 
grow up.”

I agree that it matters less that Starnino is right than the fact 
that he’s grappling with issues that poets need to understand. 
Sometimes he’s silly — he has a rant against the fashion for using 
epigraphs and states “style is always happy.” What about style as a 
defense against pain in Stevie Smith, or Emily Dickinson’s “formal 
feeling” that’s a reaction to suffering? Starnino says, “There is noth-
ing remotely nurturing or dopamine-inducing about the creative 
process.” Experiments prove that rhythmic activity in rats produces, 
er    ...    dopamine. Aside from enjoying the words “lazy bastardism” in 
the title, I feel that Starnino never develops it as a tool for judging 
poetry, though he’s bracingly direct about the artistic consequences 
of vanity, imprecision, and being content with “faking” a poem. 

I had my doubts how much I’d enjoy an account of mainly 
Canadian poetry without knowing the poems (mea culpa), but this 
doesn’t pretend to be an exhaustive survey so much as what pleases 
Starnino. I left the book with a list of new enthusiasms: the work of 
Margaret Avison, Michael Harris, Don McKay, Eric Ormsby, Karen 
Solie, and Peter Trower. I’m not sure I would have ended a volume 
on my own tradition with a poem of my own, as if it all led up to 
me. Perhaps Starnino’s editor told him it was ok. The big surprise, 
though, was the similarity between the perceived project of new  
poetry in Canada and the uk: to “informalize form — free it from 
fustiness.” It immediately makes me want to do something else.
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ange mlinko: Michael Lista and Gwyneth Lewis concur that the 
quantity and quality of “evaluative criticism” is at an all-time low in 
Canada and Britain respectively. I would add that the same is true 
in the us. But it’s not Victorianism that did it in here; it’s the sense 
that the lid has been ripped off any consensual definition of poetry, 
and that for a new generation it has been a test of one’s authenticity 
to write poems that evade all criteria for a “good poem.” What was 
once metered speech became vers libre, and what was once “a kind of 
machine for producing the poetic state of mind” (Valéry), meter or no 
meter, is now a machine for producing word combinations aimed at 
one’s coterie — or as one says in these parts, “community.” One need 
only crack the new edition of the Norton Anthology of Postmodern 
Poetry to see several varieties of this community machine. Such peo-
ple are fond of pointing out that the word “poetry” comes from the 
Greek word poiesis, which merely means “to make”; therefore poetry 
is essentially nothing more than a “made thing.”

I blame the genteel evaluative criticism of  the eighties and nineties. 
One got the sense that poetry had become an inbred circle of Lowell/
Bishop epigones. Had there been more non-Ivy League, rugged indi-
vidualists like Carmine Starnino, with similar stature (or notoriety), 
poetic trends here might not swing so violently between the compla-
cent and the insurrectionary. I don’t agree with all his conclusions  
(I enjoy Medbh McGuckian’s private language at its best), but 
we get pleasure from the same thing in poetry: sprezzatura, both in 
musicality (quoting Eric Ormsby: “The vacuum’s cannistered vorac-
ity / never gets enough: its gulf-presidium / snootsavors carpet”) and 
imagism (Robyn Sarah: “at the back of the palate / the ghost of  a rose /
in the core of  the carrot”). He also admits a bias toward outsiders; 
as a child of immigrants myself, I too have a distrust of ease. His 
book’s dedication reads: “In memory of my father    ...    whose choicest 
words for me when growing up gave this book its title.” To follow 
suit, I would have to name my collection of criticism, “I Could Wipe 
My Heinie With That Piece of Paper” (my mfa). Here’s the rub: the 
wonderful self-skepticism, ambivalence, and nuance of Starnino’s 
style has one drawback. The world does not care for skepticism,  
ambivalence, and nuance. 
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On Poetry, by Glyn Maxwell. 
Oberon Books. £12.99.

gl: A tone of ambivalence scarcely appears in Glyn Maxwell’s On 
Poetry. He writes in the voice of a teacher on a crusade to persuade his 
students that writing without form is wrong, wrong, wrong. Maxwell 
echoes the half-fond, half-contemptuous tone of his teacher Derek 
Walcott: “Songwriters stir up a living tradition, poets make flowers 
grow in air. Bob Dylan and John Keats are at different work. It would 
be nice never to be asked about this again.” This chutzpah is attrac-
tive but it comes at a cost, shutting down speculation so quickly that 
I was left with distracting “buts” buzzing inside my head. Maxwell 
argues that, for songwriters, music plays the role of time that silence 
does for poets; but doesn’t meter — however free — do that for the 
poet? Doesn’t silence surround and inform both art forms? 

Maxwell’s deity of choice is Time. His beef with free-form poetry 
is that “you are effectively saying that time is different these days. It’s 
not what it was. Maybe you think time has been broken.” Quantum 
physics might be said to have done so, but “time refracts oddly in 
the vicinity of verse” is the closest Maxwell comes to a post-Einstein 
concept of time. He asserts “poets are voices upon time.” No, poems 
are, there’s a big difference. For a poem to live, that voice has to  
become the reader — and it’s on this divide that the terrible fragility 
of poetry depends.

I’ve admired Glyn Maxwell’s poetry for decades, and there are 
many fine things in this book. Here’s how terza rima behaves: “This 
is the creature on the move through life. A new rhyme comes out of 
the mist, is developed in thought, is left behind.” He discusses Edward 
Thomas’s work as an alternative to T.S. Eliot’s High Modernism and 
gives as accurate an account as I know of the impersonal “I” that arises 
in a poem: 

In unrivalled brimming black, with words you didn’t expect, 
echoes you couldn’t foresee, matter you never chose, resonances 
that crept up around you to wait for your next move. This is 
not you the writer of poems. This is you the poem, this is you 
in the language. Not you, you in the language. Not you today, 
you in time.
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Discussing Frost, Maxwell notes “what looks like repetition isn’t 
repetition.” The book is full of good formalist advice with workshop 
ideas, my favorite being pretending that the page is physically hurt or 
turned on by your every word. 

I count myself as being from the same stable as Maxwell, but those 
buts keep buzzing. He makes an acute point about the sestina as 
a mainly futile form and proposes it as useless other than for a 
monologue by a barman serving several customers. Like it or not, 
the sestina has survived, and therefore, by Maxwell’s own criteria, 
should be poetically viable. In a gesture of typical fluency, Maxwell 
invents characters for the students in his class and writes poems in 
each voice.

Maxwell claims that “No long-gone poets you can find in books or 
on websites are long-gone at all: if their pieces survived them they’re 
poets. Work out why they are. Find out what time knows and you 
don’t.” For my money, time doesn’t know anything, and this reading 
of the poetic canon sounds complacently ahistorical. Class prejudice, 
sexism, ageism, religious discrimination all exert force on what may 
be called poetry and who can be said to write it. Maxwell is very 
interesting on the white space around a poem — for him it represents 
time. Nevertheless, time also operates in the black of the words, and 
at different speeds. Think of the geology of words, the fingerprints 
of  historical experience and extra-literary psychological and material 
pressure, to name a few. 

For Maxwell, who writes for the theater, “your meeting with a 
poem is like your meeting with a person.” Yes    ...    but there is an ele-
ment in language which is non-individual — I mean political — with 
and against which the poet has to work. I keep thinking of Frost’s 
line in “Home Burial”: “Tell me about it if it’s something human.” 
Perhaps Rimbaud was more precise when he said “Je est un autre”  
(“I am another”).

Maxwell has strong poetic fathers — we share several — but he 
shows little evidence of struggling intellectually with them. He quotes 
Joseph Brodsky saying, “In poetic thought the role of  the subcon-
scious is played by euphony.” This is good, but you can use the music 
of a poem to disrupt the natural cadence of the unconscious — in 
fact, a poem is a clash between the will and the unknown. What’s 
missing in this book is the sound of balls cracking (metaphorically, 
I mean), the sense of the received being interrogated and developed 
in new directions.
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The art of poetry exists on a spectrum between versification and 
the wider category of poetry. Maxwell confines himself to verse, 
the how. The first modern criticism on poetry, Sir Philip Sidney’s 
Apologie for Poetry (1595), recognizes that versification is only half  the 
story: “One may be a poet without versing, and a versifier without 
poetry.” I can’t agree that “the only worthwhile study the poet, as a 
maker, can make of poetry is — which forms survived and for what 
reason?” An account of poetry requires attention to “whatness” as 
well as “howness.” The argument between truth and beauty affects 
the content as well as the form of poetry, and there are legitimate 
questions to be asked about imagination’s morality. Perhaps the book 
should have been called On Verse. Billed as such, this is an original 
and bravura reiteration of the formalist position. It’s of interest as 
Maxwell’s own ars poetica, but it has its limitations. “On Poetry” is 
yet to be written and requires a wider scope and, maybe, less certainty.

am: I agree with Gwyneth Lewis: this is a very good book on verse, 
not “poetry.” She asks: Is there a book to be written on the content 
of poetry, the “imagination’s morality”? Possibly; but just to stick 
for a moment with the “howness” rather than the “whatness,” I was 
disappointed that Maxwell ducked the most difficult craft question 
of all, the art of making metaphors: “that alone cannot be learnt; it is 
the token of genius. For the right use of metaphor means an eye for 
resemblances” (Aristotle). Not that Maxwell isn’t capable of finding 
wonderful metaphors himself — his distinction between a poem’s 

“solar meaning” and “lunar meaning” will be part of my classroom 
tool kit forthwith.

To take as an example the lines I quoted from Robyn Sarah, was  
I really drawn to them because of the versification?

at the back of the palate
the ghost of a rose
in the core of the carrot.

Well, I admit, the anapest-ish bounce of those lines has something 
to do with their memorability, and the palate/carrot rhyme is indis-
pensable, but the real achievement here is the oxymoronic yoking 
of the rose and the carrot (smell vs. taste; sweet vs. bitter; pretty vs. 
nutritive; pink vs. orange). Oxymoronic, but surprisingly true —  
I taste that rose now in raw carrots, indelibly. I think Maxwell would 
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wager that the lightning-strike freshness of metaphor arose organi-
cally (no pun intended) from the modulation of the vowels and the 
fatedness of the rhyme. And there is a lot of truth to the idea that 
versification is a poetic machinery by which you find yourself saying 
smarter things than you would have otherwise (to paraphrase James 
Merrill). But I could just as easily posit that Sarah was actually cutting 
the top off a carrot, saw the radial symmetry of its core, glimpsed (at 
a lightning stroke) the visual rhyme with a rose, and constructed the 
musical lines to be the best container for this metaphor. I’m remem-
bering now Amy Clampitt’s glimpse of Perseus’s mirrored shield as 
the progenitor of evolution: “one wet / eyeblink in the antediluvial 
dark.” Nature really does advance by mirroring; poets really do 
have an essential truth at the core of their endeavor when they find  
resemblances. Maxwell leans on evolutionary biology to bolster his 
arguments for forms that have “survived.” He could have taken it 
further by arguing that these particular forms may have survived, but 
our job is also to see that metaphors are continually evolving.

ml: I don’t think it’s just the art of making metaphors that’s the dif-
ficult question, but the art of making metaphors of form. It takes 
Maxwell until the back quarter of On Poetry to get around to the 
connection, and when he does it’s a bit too freighted for my taste, 
and a bit too brief: “Any form in poetry, be it meter, rhyme, line-
break, is a metaphor for creaturely life.” Cut the creaturely life bit 
and you’re onto something. Acknowledging the important qualifica-
tions Gwyneth Lewis raises as to why some poems survive and some 
perish, I think what the best poems we’ve received have in common 
is that their forms are doing metaphorical work. 

To answer Ange Mlinko’s question, yes, I do think we’re drawn 
to the Sarah lines in large part because of the versification — it’s itself 
metaphoric. Yes, the “anapest-ish” bounce is part of it, but so too is 
the circularity and symmetry of (to use words Maxwell dislikes) the 
assonance and consonance (at, back, palate/ghost, rose/core, carrot) 
and that lovely slant rhyme of “palate” and “carrot.” The total effect 
is to give the aural, synesthetic impression of  both the cross-cut car-
rot and the spiraled petals of a rose. The metaphor is itself contained 
within a mnemonic metaphor, which makes forgetting the lines next 
to impossible. 

Today both bad free verse and bad formalism disappoint for the 
same reason: the form has been divorced from its metaphor. In the 
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case of bad free verse, the form feels arbitrarily default, like a font. 
With bad formalism, it feels willfully decorative, like a font. When 
poems of each kind succeed, it’s because their containers — poetry 
is the only art form that is its own container — are constructed out of 
the materials of their contents, in a kind of infinite feedback loop. No 
one has done this better than Dante. When Maxwell writes about The 
Comedy’s terza rima he never looks beyond the lineation of the canto. 
But each of the three canticles is made up of thirty-three cantos, and 
so the whole three-book poem is shaped by the fractal Thomism of 
the triune God. Form achieves a cosmological meaning; hell, purgatory, 
and heaven are governed by the same ineluctable laws. The three great 
American free-versifiers — Whitman, Eliot, and Ashbery — succeed 
because they each achieve a distinct formal meaning: Whitman’s 
is the expansiveness of the manifest destiny of self; Eliot’s is the 
failing and fragmentation of the old Western order; Ashbery’s, the 
channel-surfing ticker of thought. 

Taking this too far leads to what Yvor Winters called the fallacy 
of imitative form (and for my money lots of George Herbert’s con-
crete poems in The Temple jumped the shark before Canadians and 
Brazilians made a movement out of them hundreds of years later). 
But I have to agree with Maxwell that some of the freshest poetry 
today is employing some of the stalest techniques, because the tech-
niques are taking on new meanings that free verse can’t accommodate: 
the intractability of human nature in A.E. Stallings, the tautologies of 
late capitalism in Michael Robbins, the equivalent pleasures of high 
and low culture in David McGimpsey. 

Madness, Rack, and Honey, by Mary Ruefle. 
Wave Books. $25.00.

am: Mary Ruefle shares Glyn Maxwell’s preoccupation with time 
and poetry, but her method and conclusions could not be more dif-
ferent. They both begin at the beginning, yet even their beginnings 
diverge. Maxwell puts us on the savannah with Pleistocene man 
(and, implicitly, Denis Dutton, whose best-selling The Art Instinct: 
Beauty, Pleasure, and Human Evolution popularized the view that 
our conventional notions of  beauty are an evolutionary adaptation). 
Ruefle’s first essay, “On Beginnings,” places us somewhere in the vi-
cinity of Genesis, Paul Valéry, and the pre-Socratics. That is, her first 
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sentence would not sound out of place in a collection of  Heraclitean 
or Pythagorian aphorisms: “In life, the number of  beginnings is  
exactly equal to the number of endings: no one has yet to begin a life 
who will not end it.” As for Valéry: “the opening line of a poem, 
he said, is like finding a fruit on the ground, a piece of fallen fruit 
you have never seen before, and the poet’s task is to create the tree 
from which such a fruit would fall.” Next to this Symbolist tree 
of  knowledge Ruefle sets “In the beginning was the Word” — and 
thus puts us in a terrain closer to metaphysics than evolutionary 
psychology. 

There didn’t seem to be room in Maxwell’s short, pithy, and  
urgent book for an acknowledgement like Ruefle’s: 

The only purpose of this lecture, this letter, my only intent, 
goal, object, desire, is to waste time. For there is so little time 
to waste during a life, what little there is being so precious, that 
we must waste it, in whatever way we come to waste it, with 
all our heart.

And unlike Maxwell (but more like Starnino), Ruefle embrac-
es her own oscillations in mood and opinion over time. She often 
recalls her younger self and notes the changes of mind that mark 
a decades-long obsession with poetry: “When I look back at [A 
Vision] now and read some of the passages my nineteen-year-old 
hand underlined, I sometimes laugh out loud.” Maybe this is why 
her essay “Poetry and the Moon” is so wise. In English poetry, 
the fickle mistress changes like the moon; as do the arts, which in 
Raleigh’s words, “vary by esteeming.” Does this make poetry an in-
substantial thing? Far from it. Ruefle notes the intersection of the 
literal-historical (nasa’s moon) and the poetical (Yeats’s moon, 
or Sappho’s). Rather than obsolescing the poetical, the literal —  
as with all solid bodies — is simply folded into the poetical as a form 
of memory. Time, we see, turns everything into poetry. Fact.

The expansive Ruefle doesn’t argue so much as she meanders, di-
gresses, and juxtaposes; her awareness that she is helping us waste our 
time compels her to be as charming and humorous and equanimous 
as a good host. Yet she is not giving us anything so concrete as a set 
of tools with which to write poetry. And I do mean poetry, not verse. 
Her titles seem to promise information — “On Beginnings,” “Poetry 
and the Moon,” “On Sentimentality,” “On Secrets.” But she is likely 
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to say, as she does of metaphor, that poetry “doesn’t actually exist, 
insofar as it does not reside in nature, but it exists insofar as it sponta-
neously arises in the human mind as a perceptual event. To conceive 
of things that don’t exist is a natural act for a human being.”  

Her “Short Lecture on Craft” seems to poke fun at the whole  
notion; it takes the form of a pun: “By 700 bc the Phoenicians were 
sailing.” That is, “craft” is a boat, and moreover, “the most primitive 
craft is a raft, whose very word is embedded in the word craft.” While 
she paints a picture of unknown Polynesian raft-builders (much as 
Maxwell paints us a picture of the savannah dwellers), she points 
us toward another dictionary definition of craft: “skill in evasion or  
deception.” “Those unknown men and women lashing together their 
gigantic raft, what were they evading, whom were they deceiving? 
Were they evading hunger, disaster, unspeakable loss?” Ruefle ends 
her parable with apophatic rapture: “But surely there must have been 
a moment of glorious well-being when they slid their raft into the 
water and discovered that it could float, and would hold them all, as 
they set out to cut a hole in time.”

Notice how poems cut a hole in time rather than master time, as 
Maxwell claims measure does. Which do we want: to manipulate 
time or to confuse it? To make it stand still or to escape it — carried 
off, as the etymology of rapture would have it, in a divine kidnapping?

ml: “Apophatic rapture” — yes, and there’s that word again. Part of 
what makes this one of the most moving books on poetry in recent 
memory is how infrequently it’s actually about poetry. But of course 
it’s never about anything else. That’s the genius of  Ruefle’s dialectic: 
she can always have it both ways. “True or false; the subject or topic 
of a poem is never really its subject or topic.” Notice that isn’t a ques-
tion, but here’s one: How should one write about theme in poetry? 
By writing about Polartec Fleece bathrobes, Shaker and Las Vegas 
civic design, the Walt Disney Florida town of Celebration — every-
thing except theme in poetry, of course. “The two sides of a secret are 
repression and expression, just as the two sides of the poem are the told 
and untold.” Or as Aristotle said, by way of Auden: the mark of genius 
is being able to hold two incongruous thoughts in one’s head at once. 

As Ange Mlinko observes, Ruefle’s circular way of thinking comes 
from her marrying the twin chambers of Western poetry — the 
Hebraic and the Hellenic. The result is cardiovascular thinking, the 
arterial going-forth of Genesis-Exodus, and the venous return of the 
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Odyssey. The best example of this is in her essay “On Sentimentality.” 
First, in her understated fashion, she coaxes us into understanding 
early Modernism (or Imagism) in a new way: 

The effect of an image in a poem often acts like a kitten: we are 
expected to go “ah” deep down in our interior sphere, and to 
slightly elevate ourselves in relation to the world, as if the soul 
were a beach ball.

Purring, big-eyed, and there — Of course an image is sentimental; in a 
poem an image is only just barely words, so undeservedly convincing 
of a feeling it can’t even bring itself to express! But what is sentimen-
tality? A “causeless emotion.” Then Ruefle writes: “one day I realized 
that causeless emotion was an even better definition of poetry.”

So whereas Starnino and Maxwell focus on verse, which is made of 
words, how the mechanics of words in a poem please and disappoint, 
Ruefle is focused on poetry, the Word, which isn’t just pre-material, 
but pre-linguistic. Isn’t every poem the record of its failed reckoning 
with the impulse that inspired it? How then can we possibly write about 
that shadow-side of poetry, its perfect pre-verbal dimension, which 
even in the best poems we can only get glimpses of  ? Apophatically. 
Madness, Rack, and Honey does just that: “The poem, once begun, is 
so physical that it cannot realize itself: like an actual physical event 
(not like a poem at all) it must die, finish, or end without completion.” 
Which seems to suggest, thankfully, that whatever hunger makes us 
love poetry can’t be satisfied by poems alone.

gl: Michael Lista asks how it’s possible to write about the pre-verbal 
dimension of poetry. Indirectly, it’s the ur-subject for poets —  
Coleridge’s pleasure-dome, Dante’s paradise. But it’s mainly the way 
each poet’s mind sashays to the subconscious wordless tune whose 
rhythmical impulses dictate all form. (The best account I know of 
this is in theologian Jacques Maritain’s Mellon lectures, Creative 
Intuition in Art and Poetry.) Michael Lista’s formulation of poetry as 
a “mnemonic metaphor” is exactly right.

Mary Ruefle’s book is the fruit of fifteen years’ lecturing and 
it shows. She explores the poetic hinterland of the human mind. 
Ruefle’s insight about the skies took my breath away: “Stars were the 
first text, the first instance of gabbiness; connecting the stars, mak-
ing a pattern out of them, was the first story, sacred to storytellers.” 
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There is a theory that the Iliad’s epic images were originally devised 
to recall the movement of the stars. 

Ruefle makes a powerful case for the irreality (her word) of poetry: 
“I love pretension. It is a mark of  human earthly abstraction, whereas 
humility is a mark of  human divine abstraction. I will have all of  
eternity in which to be humble, while I have but a few short years to 
be pretentious.” I’d answer that humility gets you a piece of heaven 
ahead of schedule. I’m not as sure as Ange Mlinko that time “turns  
everything into poetry,” it tends to dust around here. At times, 
Ruefle’s book becomes a compendium of quotes, but I found new 
gems. 

I’m intrigued by a point that both Ruefle and Maxwell raise, that 
“images and metaphors are often rhetorical stand-ins.” For what? As 
she mentions René Girard’s work, I wondered if she was about to 
argue for poem as scapegoat. The French theologian depicts Christ as 
the place onto which we project all that we most hate and fear, though 
we know him to represent the truth. If poetry’s a similar scapegoat, 
then that would explain our ambivalent feelings towards it. 

This book is useful about other aspects of  being a poet: “I want to 
say the poet is never afraid because he is unceasingly afraid    ...    you 
might say fear is the poet’s procedure, that which he has been trained 
to concentrate on.” Thank God for a poet who values silence as much 
as talking: “I used to think I wrote because there was something I 
wanted to say…. But I know now I continue to write because I have 
not yet heard what I have been listening to.”
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christina pugh

On Nonconformists and Strange Gravity

So you write him a letter and say, “Her eyes are blue.”
He sends you a poem and she’s lost to you.
Little green, he’s a non-conformer. 

— Joni Mitchell

What ever happened to nonconformism? It must have gone the way 
of flower power and the sit-in. So Joni Mitchell’s lyrics from “Little 
Green,” on her 1971 album Blue, may read like a reliquary. In them, 
the singer laments that her absent lover (and the father of  her child) is 
both a poet and a “non-conformer.” Her description may seem quaint 
or superannuated. But the relationship between poetry and conform-
ism, or the related question of poetry’s status as a nonconformist art, 
still resonates. To what degree is a poet defined by social or political 
groups of other people — whether other poets or just others? And to 
what degree must the poet be — or should the poet want to be — “the 
only kangaroo among the beauty”? 

These questions were sharpened for me by the recent death of the 
American poet Paul Petrie, my best friend’s father, from cancer at the 
age of eighty-four. In my eyes, he was the original nonconformist —  
probably because he was the first poet I ever met. With his gray hair 
over his ears, his horn-rimmed glasses, his slow and plangent voice 
and perennial glass of milk, he was the unwitting personification of 
poetry for a teenaged proto-poet unwittingly in training. 

 Paul’s first book of poems had been published twenty-five years 
before, in 1963, and it was titled Confessions of a Non-Conformist. 
The title poem suggests, yet deflects, his difference: 

I eat carrots
in public places.
I carry spiders
out-of-doors
on the Sunday paper.
I am unfriendly with my banker.
But still wonder.
God-fearing? Free? White? Thirty-one?
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Far from the flamboyance of a Beat or even an early hippie, Paul’s 
nonconformist gestures are nearly invisible. There’s a vestigial 
Buddhist feel to these lines: the poet is a carrot-eating, spider-rescuing 
young man who, unlike the more self-dramatizing poets thought to 
be “Confessional,” quietly brought his inner life indoors, to a house in 
Rhode Island, and grew it there. 

The lines are also humorous, of course. When bankers were 
people and not beeping machines, one was apparently expected to 
make small talk with them. But Paul sounds proud not to do that. 
(Though he seemed to live on another planet from the sedate Petrie, 
the high octane, über-friendly Frank O’Hara also sped past an uncool 
Miss Stillwagon, the banker who didn’t check his balance “for once 
in her life,” on “The Day Lady Died” — the day of  Billie Holiday’s 
death in 1959, which was the same year Paul began his teaching posi-
tion at the University of Rhode Island.) 

But the message of this poem is also serious. By his own lights, the 
least-conforming thing Paul ever did was to be a poet. As he says in 
the first stanza of the same poem, 

At fourteen
I decided to be
unorthodox,
a man
who sings for his bread,
and likes bread.

Yet, as the poem continues to wonder, what kind of unorthodoxy is 
even possible when one enjoys so many trappings of the mainstream? 
He was the recipient of white privilege in an America that hovered at 
the cusp of  the Civil Rights movement. He was married, with children. 
He actually liked bread. How could he be a nonconformist?

The answer lies not only in the banker, but in Auden. His 
oft-quoted “poetry makes nothing happen,” from the elegy for Yeats, 
is not the end of the story. After the colon ending that famous clause, 
Auden continues: “it survives / In the valley of its making where  
executives / Would never want to tamper.” Thus poetry doesn’t really 
make nothing happen; executives think it makes nothing happen,  
if they are able even to think such things in the first place. Poetry 
is therefore illegible — no, imperceptible — to those who live their 
lives by the dictates of the bottom line. Despite their differences in 
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demeanor and aesthetics, then, O’Hara and Petrie staked out similar 
territories just by being unfriendly with their bankers. (“We must 
be the last couple in America not to own a credit card,” Paul’s wife 
Sylvia said with rueful humor, sometime in the nineties.) In so doing, 
both offered up an antidote to determinism, positivism, capitalism, 
and — yes — conformism. That antidote was lyric poetry. 

Someone will object, of course, that these notions are too idealis-
tic. What of the literary marketplace? Even with fewer publishers and 
book prizes, no mfa programs, and much less hype, there was still a 
skeletal market for poetry when Paul came of age. But he didn’t pay 
much attention to it. O’Hara might have said that Paul Petrie was 
busy making his own days. He woke up every morning, put on his  
favorite down jacket, and wrote his poems in bed. His inner life ar-
ticulated like branches on a winter tree, or the “wintry theatricals” he 
described in one of  his poems. 

He published widely in both formal and free verse but had little to 
do with poetic trends or with the “schools” that can become a safety 
net for artists and writers. He didn’t apply for fellowships because he 
thought they should be awarded to poets who didn’t have the good 
fortune, and the financial security, of a teaching job. He was prolific, 
but not public.

Thoreau said, “To affect the quality of the day, that is the highest of 
arts.” Paul excelled at this, in addition to writing. But, as in the poem 
above, he “still wondered” about his own place in the literary and 
metaphysical scheme of things. (The slant rhyme between “banker” 
and “wonder” is telling, much as Paul Fussell locates the irony that 
can sometimes attend rhyming words: “The sound similarity ‘says’ 
that they resemble each other, while the rhetoric of the stanza asserts 
their difference.”) Despite his successes in publishing, I think Paul 
came to see his work in an increasingly Dickinsonian sense — as his 
letter to the world that never wrote back to him. And yet it’s also true 
that, like Melville’s Bartleby, he himself preferred not to meet social 
or literary life on its own terms. As the decades passed, he left his 
house less and less frequently. 

How important is it for a poet, in Stevens’s words, “to face the 
men of the time and to meet / The women of the time”? Did Stevens 
himself even do that? I have to wonder instead about poetry’s func-
tion as an introverted art: the poetic line can act as a material limit 
to what would otherwise be unreconstructed chatter. And I wonder, 
too, if Paul’s life and work might allegorize the social and relation-
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al difficulty of the poet’s calling throughout literary history, as well 
as poetry’s ambivalence around the question of the poet’s social 
role — and by “social,” I mean his relationship both to other poets 
and to others who are not poets. 

To be sure, Western literary history provides ample evidence that 
poets can be acutely social creatures. Ben  Jonson and the Tribe of 
Ben. The slightly manic sociability of the New York School. In our 
own time, the writing workshop and the mfa program. Or the poetry 
blog and Facebook, whose digital snapshots and shout-outs render  
every reading, no matter how local, an instant celebrity bash. 

But Paul might have replied that poets should resist these sorts of 
moorings. From this other perspective, the poet should set herself 
apart, “at distance from the Kind,” as Wordsworth said, in order to 
create her art. This is because poetry has never completely divorced 
itself from one salient strand of its root in ancient Greece: whatever 
else it is, poetry is occasional. Its marking of occasion also marks the 
passing of time in the duration of our own mortalities. This served a 
social and communal function in the fourth century bce, but it may 
require some tincture of the anti-social in ours. 

“Poets are conservative,” Paul the nonconformist used to say,  
hastening to explain that this conservatism had nothing to do with 
politics. “They want to conserve memory and experience.” The 
drive toward poetic conservation is occasional, I’d argue, whether 
we’re conserving something personal, historical, or neither. It can 
transform a previously unnoticed moment — a patch of red wing, or 
television noise, or a sentence in Kant’s Critique of  Judgment — into 
the occasion for language. Where is the poet, of any aesthetic stripe, 
who doesn’t rush to conserve even a fraction of the spark that might 
blaze as a poem? This need to preserve moments of a perceptual, 
emotional, or intellectual life in poetic lines does constitute, again in 
Paul’s words, a “race with time and the devil” — a race that none of 
us can win. As Sharon Cameron says, writing of  Dickinson’s work in 
particular, “the poles of death and immortality are thus those states 
that poetic language shuttles between.” 

Though we often think ourselves too sophisticated to believe it, 
this resistance within lyric poetry — its drive to conserve the body, 
and thus the body’s emanations of mind and spirit — can indeed  
triumph in small ways over Shakespeare’s “sluttish time.” I’m 
re-learning this by reading Paul’s poems aloud after his death: they 
swim to the surface after his disappearance, or the (figurative) 
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drowning of his person. This phenomenon reverses Eliot’s notion that 
“human voices wake us, and we drown.” Instead, we drown, and then 
the human voices of our verses wake some of those who remain alive 
after us. As William Waters has said, reading Shakespeare’s sonnet 81 
(“Your monument shall be my gentle verse”),“The ‘immortality’ of po-
etry is not in the monument but in the breath and voice of the reader. That 
means: in ourselves, now and here as we read these lines.” Waters also 
notes that in 1926 Rilke was asked to make a recording of his poems 
and refused — because he thought the imposition of his own speak-
ing voice might prevent what he wished his poems’ future to be. He 
wanted them to live on, not as his own repeated and mechanized voice 
on the record, but as lines spoken in the plural, disparate, and funda-
mentally unpredictable voices that would belong to his future readers. 

But the work that poets do — the amassing of lines that may live 
as long as there are others who have breath, voice, and the desire 
to read — can also become a self-ravaging. As Adrienne Rich asked, 

“What kind of beast would turn its life into words? / What atonement 
is this all about?”

Some poets may understand what drives the imperative of their 
own atonements, but this vocation may actually be more difficult 
when we don’t. Poetic consciousness is not always adaptive in the 
world at large, particularly in the world of Auden’s executives. So 
poets may have no choice but to be nonconformists — the squatters 
and nomads of the soul. Awakened by the mortality of Eliot’s “human 
voices” — the voices of other poets’ poems, as Paul’s are waking me 
now — they may retain that curse of wakefulness when nearly every-
one else appears to be, in Liam Rector’s words, “sleep-walking through 
the dream of choice.”

This view of poetry is, admittedly, not very fashionable. It’s not 
applicable to language games, digital technology gimmicks, or  
hyper-marketed hipness. But I find that such consciousness of 
time and mortality, whether explicitly named or not, imbues every 
poem that is worth reading, and it can reside as readily in the comic 
as it does in the elegiac. I see perhaps the most poignant examples of 
it in manuscripts that never see print: poems sent to this magazine 
by the very elderly, who have finally turned to poetry as a way to 
measure — in the best poetic sense of that word — their own deaths. 

The burden of time and mortality probably weighs on every artist, 
but why does it seem to define the poet more? Paul Petrie articulated 
this phenomenon as “strange gravity”: 
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Strange gravity — that, as I grow
downwards, toward the earth,
loosens those fingers, one by one,
that bound me from my birth.

From Paul’s perspective, the poet’s gravity is what both hobbles and 
unbinds him. Thus the ineluctable magnetism of growing “down-
wards,” toward our graves in the earth, is also commensurate with the 
ecstasy of  lightening and unbinding: a self-loosening from the fingers 
of others that bind our persons to the social and relational world from 
infanthood onward. The poet’s gravity is born of “distance from the 
kind,” and Paul knew the liberation it affords is gained at a price:

Death, dark shadow, walk
always by my side.
In your clear shade all living things
are purified.

During Paul’s last days in hospice, it was his family who stayed by 
his side. They took turns reading his poems to him, even when they 
realized he could no longer comprehend what he was listening to. 
In those moments, I imagine, he might have heard a discontinuous 
river of sound. He probably didn’t remember what his friend Philip 
Levine had written about his work in 1987:

I believe it is not only possible but very likely that this poetry 
which has never been fashionable will quietly pass into the 
permanent body of our literature, much as the work of  Edward 
Thomas, Wilfred Owen, and Weldon Kees has.

That quiet passing consumes me now, as Paul’s words make 
their way among the arteries that constitute each reader. Like Brian 
Wilson, Paul wasn’t made for these times. He made his poems in  
geologic time, and for a certain subterranean dissemination. I hear 
them surviving in the voices of nonconformists — near the valley of 
death, where executives would never want to tamper.
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letters to the editor

Dear Editor,

It was exhilarating to see the life and work of one of America’s great-
est artists celebrated in the magazine [“Joan Mitchell: At Home In 
Poetry,” February 2013]. Mitchell had many connections to the liter-
ary world — not only was her perfectionist mother an associate editor 
and major supporter of Poetry, but Mitchell’s husband Barney Rosset 
was the owner and publisher of Grove Press.

From an aesthetic point of view, Mitchell is the equal of the very 
best “first” generation Abstract Expressionists, Pollock, Rothko, de 
Kooning, Motherwell, and Kline. She knew them all and had to out 
drink, out smoke, and out curse them in order to be accepted as a 
member of their all-male club. Admittedly, she was a handful. 

Mitchell’s reputation has suffered somewhat from those who 
consider her “second” generation, implicitly a follower of the pi-
oneering Abstract Expressionists. This is a mistake. Not only was 
Mitchell intimately involved, in more senses than one, with the 

“first” generation artists, but she was born in 1925, within three 
years of Theodoros Stamos, generally considered the youngest of 
The Irascibles in the famous Life photograph of that name, and was 
first exhibited in the landmark Ninth Street Show of 1951 alongside 
Pollock, de Kooning, and her teacher Hans Hofmann. Furthermore, 
Kline’s breakthrough show had occurred just the year before Mitchell’s, 
in 1950, and he is indisputably considered a “first” generation member 
of the New York School. 

michael salcman
baltimore, maryland

Dear Editor,

At once deeply intelligent, broadly accessible, and a kick to read, 
Joshua Mehigan’s poem “The Orange Bottle” [February 2013], with 
its evocation of bipolar and paranoid states vivid enough to bring 
them to life even for those who have never known them — or, more 
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accurately, to make us all aware that we have — such a poem would 
be a thrilling encounter in any context. In our own, it seems to me 
an apt metaphor for the plight of the contemporary American poet 
as well.

One unintended side effect of the success of writing programs is 
that they produce annually thousands upon thousands of poets who 
win degrees, awards, grants, publication, and teaching posts, yet have 
no real audience. The reason our poetry readings often feature nu-
merous poets is surely so that even if only the performers show, there 
will be a crowd.  Friends and relatives apologize for not coming, as if 
it were an obligation, like attending a hospital bed.

Such a climate, rife with smarmy praise and inconvenient truths, 
breeds self-doubt or, worse, delusion in the poet attempting to take 
her own measure. Like the speaker in Mehigan’s poem, the contem-
porary poet swings from self-aggrandizement to self-disparagement, 
never really knowing if she’s any good or not. The answer must be 
that she isn’t — not, anyway, as good as this.

belle randall
seattle, washington

Dear Editor,

I don’t know when I’ve enjoyed a Poetry feature more than 
“Enthusiasms” [February 2013]. Even the poets I had known of now 
appear three-dimensional, where before they had seemed as flat as 
the paper their poems were printed on. I loved the choice of poets 
(including the spirit of Mad Tom!), the “enthusiasm” and astute flair 
of the contributors, and Daisy Fried’s advice: “you can’t only stick to 
greats — it’s not good for the health.”

dian duchin reed
soquel, california

Dear Editor,

Thanks and praise to Daisy Fried for her essay about Kenneth Fearing 
[“Not Yet,” February 2013]. Fearing is a terrific poet — even better, 
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I think, than Fried suggests. Fried’s insightfully paradoxical remark 
that Fearing conveys “conviction, mocking the whole idea of convic-
tion” points toward the comic-painful ambivalence that runs so deep 
in Fearing, a poet who saw through a million shams but still yearned 
(like any poet worth our time) to feel that love and honor are not 
mere pipe dreams. And he is not as narrow as the standard summary 
of  his work alleges. It’s true that more than half of  his poems grimly 
and sardonically ponder “the American dream gone wrong,” as Fried 
says; but that is a huge subject when conceived as deeply and empathet-
ically as Fearing conceives it. Anyway, there are dozens and dozens 
of strong Fearing poems that can’t simply be categorized as critiques 
of capitalism. Instead of looking only at Fearing’s most quoted poem 

“Dirge,” I wish Fried had called attention to some of his stranger and 
more inward poems, such as “Memo,” “Tomorrow,” “Requiem,” 

“Scheherazade,” “5 am,” “Class Reunion,” “Certified Life,” “4 am,” 
“Spotlight” — and many more.

So I think enthusiasm for Kenneth Fearing is no mistake — and  
I squint at Fried’s confident statement that he is not a “major” poet. 

“Major” is such a fishy word, as Christopher Ricks has persuasively 
argued; let’s remember that one generation’s “major” figures are 
likely to be viewed as also-rans two generations later. Fearing is 
not as great as, say, Frost or Stevens or Eliot, but among Americans 
of  the next generation (born in the first quarter of the twentieth  
century), Fearing is, for me, the best poet. There is gigantic greatness 
(Shakespeare) and there is narrow greatness (Hopkins) — and great-
ness of any scope doesn’t deserve to be forgotten.

mark halliday
athens, ohio

Dear Editor,

Thank you for Jason Guriel’s lively recap of the Spectric Poets 
[February 2013]. Your readers might also want to look into a hoax 
from down under. In 1944 James McAuley and Harold Stewart were 
able to get published in Angry Penguins, under the name of Ern 
Malley. The jokesters concocted the story that, after his death from 
Grave’s disease, Ern’s sister Ethel found a sheaf of poems in the 
attic. The editor of Angry Penguins, Max Harris, wrote, “Ern Malley 
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prepared for his death quietly confident that he was a great poet, and 
that he would be known as such.” Like the Spectric perps Bynner 
and Ficke, Aussies McAuley and Stewart left clues ensuring that they 
would be caught. That was the fun of it.

neal whitman
pacific grove, california

Dear Editor,

Laura Kasischke’s article on Stevens [“Opusculum Paedagogum,” 
January 2013] reminds me of once finding  John Coltrane’s music 
in the “easy listening” department of a record store. The main flaw 
in her argument is what a logician might call a negative conclusion 
from affirmative premises. There is, of course, no real argument here, 
because Kasischke constantly lets us know she is awed by Stevens’s 
reputation. When she describes him as “beloved,” however, I have to 
protest. She is looking for Stevens in the easy listening department. 
Her disdain for his lifestyle, his otherness, and her constant reference 
to his secretary and profession, merely reveal her scorn, and all the 
heaping helpings of her awe do not disguise or forgive her prejudices. 

mark esrig
poetryfoundation.org

Dear Editor,

At his best Cummings is often a satirist, and evidently his satires 
are still too hot to handle for the likes of  Jason Guriel [“Sub-Seuss,” 
January 2013]. Instead of  his flaccid selections, try “Poem, Or Beauty 
Hurts Mr. Vinal,” “i sing of Olaf glad and big,” “flotsam and jetsam,” 

“the Noster was a ship of swank,” “as freedom is a breakfast food,” 
“my father moved through dooms of  love,” “plato told,” “pity this 
busy monster manunkind,” and numerous others.

jim powell
poetryfoundation.org
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Dear Editor,

A salient line for Jason Guriel from “anyone lived in a pretty how 
town”: “and down they forgot as up they grew.”

mark dunn
poetryfoundation.org

Dear Editor,

It seems inevitable that the word “ambition” would appear in Ange 
Mlinko’s piece [“Safer Than Ambien,” January 2013]. Plath is lauded 
because her poems are ambitious. Bishop’s poems, apparently because 
they are mere “observations,” are not ambitious. Would that more  
poets might aspire to poems that are not outwardly ambitious — that 
do not set out to ravish us with their music, wisdom, or what have you. 
Is the implied corollary of a poem’s lack of ambition self-satisfaction? 
Bishop’s poems will long outlast Plath’s, quiet though they are.

russ kessler
poetryfoundation.org

Dear Editor,

In 1966 lots of poetry gurus of every “school” were crossing the 
land. Bishop’s comment to Wesley Wehr (“People seem to think 
that doing something like writing a poem makes one happier in 
life. It doesn’t solve anything. Perhaps it does at least give one the  
satisfaction of   having done a thing well or having put in a good day’s 
work”) sounds like an old New England tonic to all that, as well as 
to the Confessionals, for whom poetry-making had to be something 
hugely spectacular, public, and cathartic. 

On another note, I was struck by this statement: “Actually I don’t 
like craft that isn’t part of  the drama of the poem. Unobtrusive craft, 
craft that assumes its own naturalization into the order of things, is 
dissembling.” This is diametrically opposed to the ancient dictum 
of Horace: ars est celare artem (art is to hide art). Not that Horace 
is right, and Mlinko is wrong: it’s just an interesting contrast. I do 
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think the equipoise that Bishop achieves — when she blends a very 
plain, straightforward, understated manner with some very ornate 
forms — works pretty well.

henry gould
poetryfoundation.org

Dear Editor,

Regarding Michael Robbins’s dismissal of Dylan Thomas [“The 
Child That Sucketh Long,” January 2013]: Thomas was a very care-
less poet, except when he was a great one. Careless because he often 
allowed his own gifts to get the better of  him. Too many of  his poems 
have a great first line but then falter from there to the finish. He was, 
however, so talented that he could create the illusion of a sustained 
performance, even when the rest of the poem was a mess. Crane’s 
talent was very similar. Both of them were drunk on words, both 
prolific to their detriment. I am grateful for what they gave us.

tim mcgrath
poetryfoundation.org

Dear Editor,

Oh, where to begin? When Michael Robbins has written lines that 
sportswriters can quote a half-century after his death (“the Red Sox 
are not going gentle into that good night”), then maybe I’ll listen. 
And Cummings? The twentieth-century heir to Robert Herrick  
remains unsullied by Robbins’s adolescent opprobrium.

thomas defreitas
poetryfoundation.org

Dear Editor,

It is true, as Ilya Kaminsky says [“Of Strangeness That Wakes Us,” 
January 2013], that wrecking language wakes us, but we cannot be 
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satisfied with this as a means to an end. Poetry is nothing if not an 
act of meaning. Every poetic device is an act of accounting toward 
order. The creative, inquisitive mind impulsively and instinctively 
delights in the establishment of pattern, in thought and sound, and 
the resulting meaningfulness is the essence of our delight.

While it may be exotic to reverse the order of the words in Genesis, 
and it may delight us in a sensual way, it is perhaps akin to taking all 
of  Shakespeare’s words in a jar and agitating them like some snow 
globe. The Torah’s beauty lies in its exquisite, purposeful placement 
of words and thought.

For Celan, language was a way of re-connecting with post- 
Holocaust reality, of delicately piecing together a shattered worldview. 
But too often we lose ourselves in the luxury of language, forgetting 
that poetry’s power lies in its meaningfulness. Too often we mistake  

“confusion” for “mystery.” 

sherry horowitz
poetryfoundation.org

Letters should be sent with the writer’s name, address, and phone number via e-mail 

to editors@poetrymagazine.org. Letters may be edited for length and clarity. We 

regret that we cannot reply to every letter.
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j.t. barbarese’s latest book is Sweet Spot (Northwestern University 
Press, 2012).

eavan boland has published ten books of poetry, most recently 
New Collected Poems (W.W. Norton, 2008). She directs the creative 
writing program at Stanford University.

lucie brock-broido is director of poetry in the School of the Arts 
at Columbia University. Her new book Stay, Illusion will be pub-
lished this fall by Alfred A. Knopf. 

mary moore easter* is a Cave Canem Fellow and professor of 
dance emerita at Carleton College. Her chapbook is Walking from 
Origins (Heywood Press, 1993).

jane hirshfield’s seventh poetry book is Come, Thief (Alfred A. 
Knopf, 2011). She is a chancellor of the Academy of American Poets. 

anna maria hong* teaches creative writing at the ucla Extension 
Writers’ Program and was the Bunting Fellow in poetry at Harvard’s  
Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study in 2010 – 11.

victor kerlow has a new book of comics, Everything Takes Forever, 
coming out this spring from Koyama Press. He draws the weekly  
illustrations for the Metropolitan Diary in the New York Times.

adam kirsch is a senior editor at the New Republic. He is the author 
of Invasions: Poems (Ivan R. Dee, 2008) and, most recently, Why 
Trilling Matters (Yale University Press, 2011). 

gwyneth lewis’s * most recent book is Sparrow Tree (Bloodaxe 
Books, 2011). She has also written two memoirs, Sunbathing in the 
Rain (Flamingo, 2002) and Two in a Boat (Harper Perennial, 2007). 

michael lista  is the author of Bloom (House of Anansi Press, 
2010). He is poetry editor of the Walrus and poetry columnist for 
the National Post. He lives in Toronto. 

william logan’s most recent book of poetry,  Madame X, was pub-
lished by Penguin in 2012.  
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randall mann’s third book of poems, Straight Razor, is forthcom-
ing from Persea Books. He lives in San Francisco.

jamaal may’s* first book, Hum, won the 2012 Beatrice Hawley 
Award and will be published this year by Alice James Books. His 
Hum Digital Shorts film series can be found on YouTube.

ange mlinko’s fourth book of poems, Marvelous Things Overheard, 
is forthcoming from Farrar, Straus and Giroux. 

marjorie perloff’s most recent book is Unoriginal Genius: Poetry 
by Other Means in the New Century (University of Chicago Press, 
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the Program for Writers at the University of  Illinois at Chicago. 
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all from Coach House Books.
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* First appearance in Poetry.
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